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Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Master Data ServicesPackt Publishing, 2011

	It is not customary to start a foreword with an admission that the writer of the foreword has only recently come to personally know the author of the book. I started hearing about Adatis, the company for which Jeremy works, a few years ago. The context was always around Business Intelligence implementations in the United Kingdom, always made...
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Supervised Sequence Labelling with Recurrent Neural NetworksSpringer, 2012

	Supervised sequence labelling is a vital area of machine learning, encompassing tasks such as speech, handwriting and gesture recognition, protein secondary structure prediction and part-of-speech tagging. Recurrent neural networks are powerful sequence learning tools—robust to input noise and distortion, able to exploit long-range...
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Kanban Made Simple: Demystifying and Applying Toyota's Legendary Manufacturing ProcessAMACOM, 2003
Originally developed at Toyota, the manufacturing process known as “kanban” has helped revolutionize how corporations and suppliers achieve maximum efficiency in getting products to and from the assembly line. Kanban adds a new dimension to just-in-time manufacturing by keeping your production line “liquid” at all...
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Deadly Connections: States that Sponsor TerrorismCambridge University Press, 2005
"Dan Byman has written what will likely become the standard text on state-sponsored terrorism. Deadly Connections is an important book that not only fills a long-standing gap in the field of terrorism studies, but significantly advances our understanding of this particularly opaque and complex phenomenon." --Bruce Hoffman, author of...
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Computing Qualitatively Correct Approximations of Balance Laws: Exponential-Fit, Well-Balanced and Asymptotic-Preserving (SEMA SIMAI Springer Series)Springer, 2013

	The book gives an overview of recent numerical techniques for the integration of partial differential equations, especially hyperbolic systems of balance laws in one space dimension (Part I) and weakly nonlinear kinetic equations (Part II). Several of its salient features are:

	
		Surveys both analytical and numerical aspects...
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Classical Geometries in Modern Contexts: Geometry of Real Inner Product Spaces Third EditionBirkhauser, 2012

	The focus of this book and its geometric notions is on real vector spaces X that are finite or infinite inner product spaces of arbitrary dimension greater than or equal to 2. It characterizes both euclidean and hyperbolic geometry with respect to natural properties of (general) translations and general distances of X. Also for these spaces...
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Photoshop CS3 Layers BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Get the most out of Photoshop Layers with this in-depth guide
 Creative professionals know how to tap Photoshop CS3's Layers to achieve spectacular results, and now you can learn their secrets in this comprehensive book. How do you combine layers and masks? What's the best way to work with Web images? From the newest CS3...
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Intel Threading Building Blocks: Outfitting C++ for Multi-core Processor ParallelismO'Reilly, 2007
Building libraries is an important task. The activity goes back to the earliest days of computing, when Wilkes, Wheeler, and Gill introduced subroutines as instruments for packaging useful software. Sadly, this activity lost its academic glamour and is often relegated to the boiler room of programming. It is essential that we start building...
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Information Extraction in the Web Era: Natural Language Communication for Knowledge Acquisition and Intelligent Information AgentsSpringer, 2003

	The number of research topics covered in recent approaches to Information Extraction
	(IE) is continually growing as new facts are being considered. In fact,
	while the user’s interest in extracting information from texts deals mainly with
	the success of the entire process of locating, in document collections, facts of
	interest,...
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MDX with Microsoft SQL Server 2008 R2 Analysis Services CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	MDX-related books often dedicate a significant part of their content to explaining the concepts of multidimensional cubes, the MDX language and its functions, and other specifics related to working with Analysis Services. And that's perfectly fine, there should be books like that, the tutorials that teach the concepts. However, that also...
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The Fabric of Cities: Aspects of Urbanism, Urban Topography and Society in Mesopotamia, Greece and Rome (Culture and History of the Ancient Near East)Brill Academic Publishers, 2013

	The Fabric of Cities presents an interdisciplinary collection of articles on urbanism in ancient Mesopotamia, Israel, Greece and Rome, which focuses on the social dimension of cities' topographical features. The contributions of this book offer investigations of neighbourhoods, city gates, streets, temples and palaces drawing on textual...
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The Microeconomics of Income Distribution Dynamics in East Asia and Latin AmericaOxford University Press, 2004
Economists have had much to say about what causes aggregate economic growth, but they have been more reticent about the distributional dimension of that growth. Understanding development and the process of poverty reduction requires understanding not only how total income grows but also how its distribution behaves over time. This book is a major...
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